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Section One – Introduction
Aims of the Capital and Investment Strategy and its links to the
Council Plan
The Capital Strategy forms a key part of the City Council’s overall Corporate
Planning Framework by which capital and investment decisions will be made.
The overarching aim of the 2019/20 to 2023/24 Capital Strategy is to provide a
framework within which the Council’s capital investment and financing decisions can
be aligned with the Council’s corporate priorities and objectives over the medium
term. The Strategy recognises uncertainties, especially in relation to funding in later
years.
In order to reflect the Council’s corporate priorities the Capital Strategy is driven by
the Council Plan 2015-2019, which is founded on a number key objectives:






Ensuring every child in Nottingham is taught in a school judged good or
outstanding by Ofsted
Build 2,500 new homes that Nottingham people can afford to rent or buy
Cut the number of victims of crime by a fifth and continue to reduce antisocial behaviour
Tackle fuel poverty by setting up a not-for-profit energy company to sell
energy at the lowest possible price to Nottingham people
Guarantee a job, training place or further education place for every 18 to
24 year old

These objectives reflect an on-going commitment to the City Council’s core aim to
“put citizens at the heart of everything we do”. This is central to the Council’s
priorities, decision making and service delivery.
Further details regarding how the Council Plan has influenced the capital projects
include regeneration and transport priorities further details can be found in Section 2
(Council’s Priority Areas for Capital Investment).
This strategy sets the framework for all aspects of the Council’s capital and
investment expenditure including planning, prioritisation, management, funding and
monitoring. The strategy forms a key part of the Council’s Medium Term Financial
Strategy.
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Section Two – Capital Strategy Aims, Objectives,
Principals and Priorities
Aims & Objectives of the Capital and Investment Strategy
The Capital and Investment Strategy aims to:

 Provide a clear set of objectives and a framework, compliant with the CIPFA
guidance and legislation, by which new projects are evaluated.

 Ensure projects meet the Council’s Priorities and are fully funded by means of
whole life project costing.



Prioritise projects that meet the following criteria:
o Deliver Council Plan / Council Objectives
o Invest to Save – assist the delivery of budget decisions
o Commercialism – projects that generate a revenue surplus
o Attract significant third party or match funding to the City
o Deliver wider economic or service objectives e.g. regeneration / job
growth

 Set out how the City Council identifies, programmes and prioritises funding
requirements and proposals arising from a project gateway process. This
involves a Full Financial Appraisal, Full Business Case and a review by the
Project Assurance Group.

 Aid decision making regarding use of funding, resources availability and how
these might be maximised to deliver the Council’s priorities.

 Ensure the capital programme maintains an overall balance of risk over the
strategy period and provides insight into the funding envelopes and rates of
return.

 Establish effective arrangements for the management of expenditure including
the assessment of project spend, budget forecasting, contractual
commitments, revenue impact (in year and projected over the Medium Term
Financial Outlook (MTFO)), value for money, opportunity cost and debt
exposure.
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Capital Investment Principles and Priorities
Principles
The Council’s capital strategy ensures that all the projects are accounted for in the
allocation of any available resources. The principles of the strategy are as follows:


Current approved (or contractually committed) schemes will be supported and
sufficient resources will be provided to enable them to proceed or complete up
to the approved level of expenditure.



Capital Project Sponsors and Managers must demonstrate that a rigorous
process of options appraisal has been followed, requiring assessment of
Council priorities, cost, risk, project deliverables and methods of financing.
The Project Assurance Group has a clear role in ensuring all key questions
have been asked prior to the scheme receiving formal approval.



Any costs incurred on options not progressed will be abortive costs that do not
meet the criteria for capitalisation.



All capital investments are required to make reference to Council objectives
and will only be considered for resource allocation once this has been
demonstrated.



There will be no ring-fencing of capital receipts to specific projects, with the
exception of:
o School Sites ring-fenced by the Secretary of State for education
purposes
o Sites identified as part of the Loxley House Business Case
o Property Trading Assets: Sites whose sale generates a revenue
pressure will be assessed to identify how much the Council needs to
reinvest to cover lost income



The Council supports the implementation of the Property Investment Policy,
allocating funding to facilitate property acquisitions that provide a sustainable
income stream to support the Council’s revenue budget.



The Council will consider the removal of ring-fencing from certain grant
allocations to assist in the achievement of the Council’s priorities and
objectives. All uncommitted non ring-fenced capital funding will be reviewed.
Non ring-fenced grants received in support of the three areas below will be
earmarked to fund these initiatives.
o Transport grant funding
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o Basic Needs Government Funding, due to the current pressure on
school places
o Disabled Facilities Grant



It is assumed that all resources that were not applied during the previous
financial year remain fully committed and carried forward into the current year,
as they are required to meet commitments within the Capital Programme.



Future funding opportunities may arise for which the Council may wish to
submit bids. The Council will respond in a manner it considers appropriate to
bidding opportunities, ensuring that bids are submitted which align with its
objectives and capital investment priorities. Match funding requirements are
considered on a scheme-by-scheme basis with resourcing requirements
prioritised accordingly.



Business Cases and Financial Assessments (Section 3), adopt the prudent
principle regarding the asset value at the end of the financial mode, the
normal assumption is the asset has £nil realisable value. Although this will be
considered on a case by case basis.



In accordance with CIPFA guidance the Council defines Capital Expenditure
as:
‘Expenditure on the acquisition or enhancement of property, plant and
equipment that has a long-term value to the Council. This includes grants or
advances paid to third parties to assist them in acquiring or enhancing their
own property, plant and equipment.’
Nottingham City Council Statement of Accounts 2017/18
Any expenditure that does not meet the above definition is charged directly to
revenue, for example:
o Routine repairs and maintenance of fixed assets
o Feasibility and Development costs of options and schemes not
progressed
o Communications and Marketing
o Expenditure not necessary to bring the asset into use
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Council’s Priority Areas for Capital Investment
The Capital and Investment Strategy recognises the constraints imposed by a
significant reduction in financial resources. Nottingham City Council must therefore
rely on both internal and external capital resources and evaluate projects to ensure
all investment decisions can be no less than financially self-sustaining whilst still
meeting priorities.
As well as the Council prioritising projects individually, the Council also considers the
Capital Programme collectively in terms of how associated risk is managed, the cash
flow implications and the implications for future financial sustainability.
The Corporate Asset Management Plan (CAMP) confirms the Council’s commitment
to provide good quality, sustainable and accessible accommodation for staff and
citizens. However, the Council still owns Operational Assets that do not meet
modern standards and the aim is to dispose of these sites, providing more effective
accommodation for colleagues and an improved experience for citizens (i.e.
Operational Property Rationalisation). To ensure resources are available for
maintaining operational assets all financial models will include a sinking fund that is
envisaged to fund future repair liabilities.
The Council’s Capital Investment priorities for the period 2018/19-2023/24 are
covered below. These projects will be progressed subject to the availability of
resources and the approval of a full business case.
Existing Projects:
There is a commitment to continued funding within the existing programme that
covers the following priority areas:

















District Heating / Incinerator Works
Nottingham Castle Transformation
Southern Gateway Improvements
Royal Centre Modernisation
Council wide IT Schemes
Vehicle Replacement Programme
Low Carbon and Energy Efficiency Initiatives
Parks and Open Spaces Improvements
City Regeneration Schemes
Housing Initiatives
Property Repairs and Investments
Transport Repairs and Improvements
School Condition Works
Invest to Save or Commercialisation
Operational Property Rationalisation
Delivery of key regeneration priorities
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Supporting strategic transport priorities such as maximising the benefits of
HS2 and improving connectivity to East Midlands Airport
Delivery of Local Transport Plan projects and infrastructure to support
economic development
Supporting Local Plan housing delivery

New and Emerging Projects
In addition to the projects specifically referred to above, the following is a list of
priority projects that have not had the full business case approved:




Fit-out and operation of the new Central Library
School Investment / Pupil Pressures
Other Regeneration Schemes
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Non-Treasury Investments
Nottingham City Council invests in other financial assets (i.e. loans and investment
properties), which are not part of treasury management activity. These other
investments fall within two areas:



Service Investments – investments held clearly and explicitly for the
provision of operational services, including regeneration
Commercial Investment – investments undertaken primarily for financial
reasons

A register of service and commercial investments held by the Council is listed in
Appendix A.
Service Investments
Service investments made by the Council are largely loans to third parties ranging
from short-term to longer-term loans linked to assets or investments in group
organisations. Following a detailed assessment, each loan will have an interest rate
applied which reflects any appropriate legislation (e.g. State Aid). Scrutiny for
Service Investments is undertaken by officers within the Council giving due regard to
the relevant formal approval. This scrutiny will include a due diligence assessment to
ensure that the Council has the appropriate level of:





Security – due diligence is carried out on the loan counterparty to assess their
credit strength and ability to make loan repayments. Security is also achieved
by obtaining charges on assets, but could also include guarantees (e.g.
Parent Company Guarantee)
Liquidity – third party business cases to be critically assessed to identify
financial performance including if the scheme has early year deficits
Yield – reflecting market risk / return and the opportunity cost to the Council of
not being able to use those funds elsewhere

Commercial Investment
Commercial Investments that the Council has undertaken to date are property
investment acquisitions. As at the 31st March 2018 the total invested is as follows:
Table 1: Commercial Investments and contribution to Budget at 31st March 2018
£m
Gross Commercial Investment
197.574
Minimum Revenue Provision incurred
(1.046)
Net Commercial Investments
196.528
Funding
Council Resources
(2.000)
st
Unsupported Borrowing (net of MRP paid to 31 March 2018)
(194.528)
Total Funding
(196.528)
Annual Net income to the General Fund 1st April 2018 (*)

(4.769)

(*) Net of financing costs, operating costs and contribution to a sinking fund.
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The Council’s Investment Panel will review new investment proposals at various key
stages. This panel consists of internal experts across the Finance and Property
Sections of the Council. Following due diligence the Commercial Investment is
considered by the relevant Portfolio Holder and the Strategic Director of Property
prior to entering into negotiations. If the negotiations are successfully concluded the
Commercial Investment will follow the Council’s current approval procedures.
All Commercial Investments are reviewed post-acquisition. These reviews support
good estate management principles and ensure that the Council’s risk and returns
are appropriately managed. The investments are managed on an ongoing basis,
reviewing the actual performance to the original financial model, paying particular
attention to key events such as rent reviews.
The gross commercial investment made by the Council of £197.574m (excluding
MRP payments to 31st March), plus the forecast £105.323m leaves the Council open
to the following risks:



Voids due to economic downturn / tenant breaks
Property Market downturn

These risks have been mitigated by investing in a diverse property portfolio and the
properties are transferred as a going concern by having a tenant with a strong
covenant in occupation. A sinking fund is also set aside for the commercial
investments based on rental level received. This reserve is available to smooth out
void periods (in year deficits) if they cannot be absorbed elsewhere within Property
Services.
No commercial investments generated a revenue pressure during financial year
2017/18.
The Council continues to operate in a challenging financial environment of reduced
levels of Government funding due to austerity policies. This level of commercial
investment has been undertaken as part of the council’s commercialisation policy,
which seeks to address the funding gap and protect key services.
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Capitalisation Flexibilities
In December 2017 the Secretary of State announced that the capital receipt flexibility
programme will be extended until 31st March 2022. This flexibility gives the Council
the freedom to use non-Public Sector Housing capital receipts to fund the revenue
costs of transformation projects and release savings.
As detailed within Section 3 the Council is not intending to use this flexibility due to
all forecast receipts from property disposal (secured and unsecured) in the medium
term being earmarked to fund the Council’s ambitious capital programme. Receipts
from principal loan repayments are earmarked to repayment of underlying debt.
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Section Three – Capital Programme Structure, Resourcing
Strategy
Capital Programme Structure
The Council’s Capital Programme is split into three sections:





Approved Projects – Projects that have been formally approved and have a
funding package that is deemed affordable
Planned Projects – Projects that have been agreed in principal and the
Council is undergoing project feasibility and development to identify if the
project’s objectives can be achieved within an affordable funding envelope
Potential Projects – Projects that are at the beginning of the scoping and
development process and therefore are not included in the Council’s
borrowing forecasts

As projects progress through the above stages they will go through a gateway
process to challenge the project team and provide assurance that the project is best
use of public funds and will assist the Council in meeting its priorities.
Each of the three Capital Programme areas include a variety of capital projects, with
each section divided into sub-sections as follows:







Council Priorities / Service Delivery (including Regeneration Schemes)
Asset Investments
Third Party Loans
Revenue Generating Investments (Invest to Save or Commercialism)
Grants
Revenue Expenditure Financed by Capital Under Statute (REFCUS)

Capital Programme – General Fund
Table 2 below is a snapshot of the Capital Programme at 31st December 2018.
The funding is showing a balanced budget within Table 2 assuming all forecast
grants are received as expected and the pressure on the unsecured capital receipts
as highlighted within Table 5 is resolved.
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Table 2: General Fund - Capital Programme and Resources
2018/19
£m

Scheme

2019/20
£m

2020/21
£m

2021/22
£m

2022/23
£m

2023/24
£m

Total
£m

Category 1 (Approved Schemes)
19.696

Transport Schemes (*)

13.988

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

33.684

7.503

Education / Schools

3.045

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

10.548

135.359

71.851

19.128

8.606

7.327

339.192

19.250

Other Services
Category 2 (Planned Schemes)

14.302

29.766

7.572

0.000

0.000

70.890

143.370

Total Programme

166.694

101.617

26.700

8.606

7.327

454.314

96.921

Resources
83.311

Prudential Borrowing

81.382

72.340

21.314

5.425

4.306

268.078

43.860

Grants & Contributions

65.501

11.890

2.543

2.309

2.168

128.271

5.810

Internal Funds / Revenue

6.670

4.785

1.464

0.113

0.103

18.945

8.919

Secured Capital Receipts

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

8.919

1.470

Unsecured Capital Receipts

13.141

12.602

1.379

0.759

0.750

30.101

166.694

101.617

26.700

8.606

7.327

454.314

143.370

Resourcing Subtotal

(*) Traditionally the Local Transport Plan is set for three years, however due to the 2019 Spending
Review no funding is programmed for 2020/21 and 2021/22. Once the outcome of the spending
review has been completed the Transport Programme will be reviewed to ensure it is able to respond
to any new requirements or priorities.

Capital Programme – Public Sector Housing
Table 3 is a snapshot of the Public Sector Housing Programme. The programme
currently shows a resourcing shortfall due to additional capital projects being
required following the Grenfell incident. If external grant cannot be identified, savings
will need to be made elsewhere within the Public Sector Housing Programme to
offset the forecast funding shortfall.
2018/19
£m

Table 3: Public Sector Housing - Capital Programme and Resources
2019/20
2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24
Scheme
£m
£m
£m
£m
£m

48.930

Category 1 (Approved Schemes)

54.362

36.165

29.462

31.774

32.819

233.512

0.000

Category 2 (Planned Schemes)

0.500

11.338

0.000

0.000

0.000

11.838

48.930

Total Programme

54.862

47.503

29.462

31.774

32.819

245.350

7.795
3.794

Resources
Prudential Borrowing
Grants & contributions

8.403
2.556

16.614
0.750

0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000

32.812

Total
£m

7.100

0.000

Internal Funds / Revenue

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

26.898

Major Repairs Reserve

31.349

24.349

25.902

28.137

29.182

165.817

6.582

Secured Capital Receipts

8.329

2.661

0.000

0.000

0.000

17.572

0.000

Capital Receipts Unsecured

0.000

3.129

3.560

3.637

3.637

45.069

Total Resources

50.637

47.503

29.462

31.774

32.819

13.963
237.264

3.861

Cumulative (Surplus)/Shortfall

8.086

8.086

8.086

8.086

8.086

8.086
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Capital Resourcing Approach
The Council’s capital investment is governed by the ‘Prudential Code for Capital
Finance in Local Authorities’ (Prudential Code). The Prudential Code provides the
Council with a regulatory framework within which the Council has discretion over the
funding of capital expenditure and the level of borrowing the Council wishes to
undertake to deliver capital plans and programmes.
The strategy is intended to maximise the financial resources available for investment
in service provision and improvement within the MTFO. At the same time it seeks to
ensure that each business case has a robust self-sustainable financial model that
delivers the Council’s objectives.
The funding available to Nottingham City Council is split into six main categories:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Government grants and non-government grant and contributions
Unsupported borrowing
Funds and reserves
Direct revenue financing
Capital receipts
Leasing / Private Finance Initiatives (PFI)

1. Government Grants and Non-Government Grant and Contributions
These can be split into three sub categories:




Ring-fenced grants and contributions (Reserved for a particular purpose
and have a restricted use);
Non-ring-fenced grants and contributions (Grant given with conditions
which Projects are required to meet);
Section 106 agreements (Planning obligations generally subject to
conditions of use).

Where there is a requirement to make an application to an external body for
funding and commit Council resources as match funding for any part of any bid,
a business case and paper needs to be approved per the Council’s current
approval procedures (e.g. DDM, Leaders Key Decision, or Executive Board
Report).

2. Unsupported Borrowing (Prudential Borrowing)
As detailed above the Council has the discretion to undertake borrowing on
capital schemes (General Fund and Public Sector Housing) if the borrowing is
deemed Value for Money and meets the following criteria as set out in the
Prudential Code:




Affordable
Sustainable
Prudent
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Proportionate for the size of the authority.

For any borrowing undertaken a full appraisal will take place to ensure that
sufficient revenue returns are generated to cover the cost of borrowing, for
example ‘invest to save’ or schemes which meet the Council’s
‘commercialisation agenda’.
To be deemed affordable, sustainable and prudent a full business case is carried
out and schemes have to provide a surplus Net Present Value (NPV) to the
Council over the life of the project.
Prudential Borrowing Loan repayments are spread over an asset’s useful life,
this means that for the longer term Capital Schemes (i.e. Land and Buildings) the
borrowing term can be significant.
Where it is considered that prudential borrowing is the appropriate method of
funding, the additional revenue costs related to debt repayment will be built into
the service budget. When projects are approved, details of how any potential
revenue impact will be managed must be included (e.g. early year deficits).
Housing Revenue Account (HRA)
The HRA has no statutory requirement to make Minimum Revenue Provision
(MRP) contributions unlike unsupported borrowing within the General Fund. The
Council uses the HRA 30 year business plan as a way of managing its debt
position by making voluntary provisions / voluntary set aside as appropriate.
Prudential Borrowing for Housing Revenue Account Projects is required to meet
the same Prudential Code criteria as set out above (e.g. full financial appraisal,
debt repaid over asset life, early year deficit impact).
Forecast Borrowing General Fund and Housing Revenue Account
As at quarter 3 the forecast borrowing for the Council is as follows:
Table 4: Unsupported Borrowing Forecast Period 8
Forecast Borrowing Requirement
2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

2021/22

2022/23

2023/24

£m

£m

£m

£m

£m

£m

General Fund
Category 1 - Approved Schemes
Category 2 - Planned Projects

(71.061)
(12.250)

(72.017)
(9.365)

(45.574)
(26.766)

(13.742)
(7.572)

(5.425)
0.000

(4.306)
0.000

TOTAL General Fund

(83.311)

(81.382)

(72.340)

(21.314)

(5.425)

(4.306)

Public Sector Housing
Category 1 - Approved Schemes
Category 2 - Planned Projects

(7.795)
0.000

(8.403)
0.000

(7.276)
(9.338)

0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000

TOTAL Public Sector Housing

(7.795)

(8.403)

(16.614)

0.000

0.000

0.000

Area and Category
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TOTAL Forecast Borrowing
Requirement

(91.106)

(89.785)

(88.954)

(21.314)

(5.425)

3. Capital Receipts
The Council’s land and property estate is managed through the CAMP, which
identifies the Council’s property requirements. Where appropriate, properties are
declared surplus to requirements and the Council will look to dispose of the
asset.
Capital receipts generated from disposal of Council assets represent a finite
funding source, therefore the Council is required to plan disposals to support its
priorities.
Capital Receipts will also be a key source of capital funding for projects that meet
the Council’s strategic aims / objectives but make insufficient financial return to
cover the costs of borrowing.
Nottingham City Council has a strategy of not ring-fencing the use of specific
Corporate Capital Receipts to fund specific schemes or service areas unless a
suitable business case is created and approved.
All receipts are reviewed to see if there are any restrictions on the receipt (e.g.
Secretary of State), or whether the asset had any clawback provision or debt
outstanding as these have first call on the capital receipt. The remaining balance
of general fund capital receipts is allocated between reinvestment in Property
Income Generation and Corporate Capital Receipts:




Property Income Generation Receipt – receipts on assets that provide a
return to the Property Trading Account (PTA) can be reinvested within
PTA.
Corporate Capital Receipts – are non-income generating receipts that are
allocated in accordance with the Councils aims / priorities and used to
assist the Council’s long term financial position, which could include:
o Repayment of existing debt under the Prudential Framework,
o Financing new capital investment,
o Financing transitional costs of change.

A forecast of receipts to be received over the current period and the next 5 years
has been collated and each receipt has been revised to reflect a risk factor
providing the Council with a strategic programme of sales. Table 5 below shows
the position at period 9. As receipts are secured the pressure identified below
will decrease subject to the value of the receipt being in excess of the receipt net
of risk. These receipts require close monitoring to ensure the capital programme
can be funded in line with approvals.
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(4.306)

Table 5: General Fund Capital Receipt Analysis
2018/19
£m

2019/20
£m

2020/21
£m

2021/22
£m

2022/23
£m

2023/24
£m

(1.954)

(6.228)

(0.443)

9.324

8.383

7.602

Secured Capital Receipts

(8.919)

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

Unsecured Capital Receipts

(21.652)

(7.758)

(2.835)

(2.320)

(1.540)

0.000

(32.525)

(13.986)

(3.278)

7.004

6.843

7.602

Capital Programme Commitments
(Approved Schemes)

8.389

13.141

9.602

1.379

0.759

0.750

Capital Programme Commitments
(Planned Schemes)

2.000

0.000

3.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

Other Commitments

15.919

0.402

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

26.308

13.543

12.602

1.379

0.759

0.750

(6.217)

(0.443)

9.324

8.383

7.602

8.352

Capital Receipts Brought Forward
Receipts in year

Total Available
Commitments

Total Commitments
(Surplus) / Pressure Capital
Receipts

The £8.363m pressure identified within Table 5 is in accordance with the
Southside Regeneration Executive Board approved December 2018 that
committed £8.250m of receipts to be identified. As these receipts are identified,
they will offset the above pressure.
Within the above table there is a risk that the unsecured receipts expected in
2018/19 slip into 2019/20. If this happens there is a risk that alternative funding
will need to be identified in lieu of the Capital Receipt.
Housing Revenue Account (HRA) – Capital Receipts
The HRA capital receipts are sub-categorised as follows:



General HRA Receipts – The receipt is ringfenced for reinvestment within
the Public Sector Housing Capital Programme.
Right-to-Buy (RTB) Receipts – Are accounted for as stipulated in the
Local Government Act, with elements of the receipt:
o Repaid to Central Government,
o Earmarked for reinvestment in Housing Stock (1-4-1),
o To repay debt via a MRP provision (i.e. Voluntary Set-aside),
o Reinvest in the Capital Programme

4. Revenue Funding
Capital Expenditure can be funded directly from revenue resources. The sources
of revenue funding can be split into two clear categories:



Funds and Reserves – specific reserves set aside for Capital purposes
Direct Revenue Funding (DRF) – using revenue budget surpluses for
capital purposes if it can be demonstrated that the funding is unfettered.
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However, in the current economic climate and with increasing revenue pressure
within Council finances, the extent to which this may be used to fund capital
expenditure is significantly reduced.
Housing Revenue Account (HRA)
The HRA has a Major Repairs Reserve which is a specific reserve ringfenced for
repairs and maintenance of the Council’s housing stock.
5. Leasing / Private Finance Initiatives (PFI)
The Council does have the option to lease assets, however with the advent of
Unsupported Borrowing this source of financing is becoming less attractive and
the Council’s Vehicle Replacement Scheme demonstrates this development.
There may however be instances where leasing could offer value for money and
it will remain a consideration when options are being appraised.
PFI schemes are not shown within the Capital Programme due to not being
financed by capital resources.

When the Council identifies a service requirement all financing options are
considered as part of the business case / feasibility. Where appropriate this will
include the potential creation of a liability via a leasing or similar arrangement (e.g.
PFI). Prior to entering into these agreements, a formal decision will need to follow
the Council’s standard approval process.
Leases and contracts entered into by the Council are periodically reviewed to identify
all lease and embedded lease arrangements entered into that may create a potential
liability for the Council.
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Resourcing Allocation Strategy and Procedures
Resources Allocation Strategy
Each project or programme is subject to a gateway review / approval process that
includes a full business case.
Projects / programmes that do not have a full funding package and require Council
Resources (including schemes which have deficits in early years i.e. Medium Term
Financial Plan (MTFP) Deficit), will be appraised using the following criteria should
funding become available:








Alignment to the Council Plan;
Consequences of Exclusion (i.e. not providing Corporate Resource);
Project Funding Package;
Whether Project generates an income / reduces costs (including Invest to Save);
Any preconditions;
Impact on the environment;
Effect on regeneration.
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Internal Guidance / Business Case Considerations / Gateway
Reviews
Internal Guidance
Project Management Handbook
The Project Management Handbook is a best practice document for project
delivery. This section of the intranet also includes standardised templates that
accompany the Project Management Handbook.
The link to the handbook is set out below:
http://intranet.nottinghamcity.gov.uk/major-projects/projectmanagement/project-management-handbook/

Accounting Handbook
The Accounting Handbook has a section regarding fixed assets and capital
investment, this section includes information about:







Fixed Assets
Capital Expenditure Coding
Capital Accruals
Capital Funding
Revenue Expenditure Funded from Capital Under Statute (REFCUS)
Lease Accounting

As part of the capital monitoring exercise project managers are also sent
guidance regarding expenditure capitalisation rules to assist them in their
understanding of the revenue / capital split.
The link to the handbook is set out below:
http://intranet.nottinghamcity.gov.uk/finance/statutory-information/

Gateway Review
The gateway review process is a series of independent peer reviews at key stages of
a programme or project lifecycle, aimed at supporting decision making and ensuring
successful delivery.
Business case and financial assessment are evaluated at a Project Assurance
Group (PAG). The PAG is a panel who are not involved in the project’s development
and are tasked with reviewing and challenging the project and the decisions made.
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Business Case
A business case is a formal document which explains the case for the investment in
a project or programme of work. The areas covered by a business case vary
depending on whether it is an outline or full business case. An outline business case
is used at the start of the planning process to obtain ‘approval in principle’ to
proceed. A full business case is prepared after ‘approval in principle’ and is expected
to cover the following areas:
1) The background to the business case - i.e. the reason for the project being put
forward – in order to give context to the project;
2) Objectives
a. The overall objectives of the project, and
b. How the project will contribute to the achievement of corporate priorities;
3) Overview of options considered with a brief summary of why options were
rejected;
4) Detailed explanation of the option accepted and why it was accepted;
5) Procurement details, including (but not limited to);
a. details of tender process (when applicable)
b. analysis of shortlisted tenders
c. preferred supplier with explanation for decision
6) Financial appraisal of the scheme, including;
a. profile of capital expenditure
b. profile of funding broken down by funding source
c. revenue implications (including the impact on the MTFO and any early year
deficit)
7) Other advice required (as appropriate) per the standard approvals process;
a. Legal
b. Human Resources
c. Procurement
d. Property
8) Business Cases contain an inherent risk regarding the assumptions, in particular
the likelihood of the revenue assumptions being achieved. This risk is amplified
on the longer term business cases due to the uncertainty of predicting future cash
flows / behaviours. This should be addressed through sensitivity and risk
analysis.

Financial Appraisal
The purpose of any financial appraisal is to evaluate the viability of a project by
assessing the net cash flows that result from financial models, how it meets the
requirements of the Prudential Code and provides an assessment of Value for
Money.
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All capital projects are required to undertake a financial appraisal if they have either:



An element of borrowing within the project’s funding envelope, or
A revenue impact on service delivery

Principles of the financial appraisal are:











Full life project costing – For projects that are expected to create an asset with
a long useful life the financial appraisal has an inherent risk due to uncertainty
of cash flows in the longer term. A provision for a sinking fund to protect the
Council from future liabilities should be included
Revenue assumptions are required to have assumption owners who are
either appropriately qualified Council officers or are specialist external
advisors
Revenue assumptions will be assessed to determine whether they should be
subject to inflation at an appropriate rate
Inclusion of a risk register including financial implications for both internal and
external risks
Optimism Bias is considered within all financial models by evaluating financial
and service delivery inputs and including contingencies as appropriate,
reducing the risk of over-optimistic assumptions locking the Council into
undeliverable targets
All financial models have the same prudent assumption that the residual value
of assets at the end of the financial model is £nil
A Financial Assessment which will include:
o Cash flow assessment, identifying any early years deficit and impact on
the MTFO
o Net Present Value (NPV) assessment, the cash flow being discounted
using the rates recommended as a base in the Treasury Green Book
plus additional percentage points for interest and project risk. The
affordability requirement is that the project has to produce a surplus
NPV
o Payback Period, this is the year in which the project forecasts a
cumulative surplus position
o Sensitivity Analysis, testing the key assumptions in the model to
identify the financial impact if the approved base financial assumptions
were not achieved
o Opportunity Cost, if the Council is using non ring-fenced grant / capital
receipts or a revenue source of funding there is an opportunity cost to
the Council of not being able to use those funds elsewhere.
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Section Four – Monitoring and Measuring the Performance
of the Council’s Debt Position and the Capital Programme
Monitoring and Measuring the Council’s Debt Position
The Council will receive reports on its treasury management policies, practices and
activities including, as a minimum, an annual strategy and plan in advance of the
year, a mid-year review and an annual report after its close, in the form prescribed in
it’s Treasury Management Practices document (TMP).
Within the report, the Council defines its treasury management activities as: “The
management of the Council’s investments and cash flows, its banking, money
market and capital market transactions; the effective control of the risks associated
with those activities; and the pursuit of optimum performance consistent with those
risks.”
Nottingham City Council regards the successful identification, monitoring and control
of risk to be the prime criteria by which the effectiveness of its treasury management
activities will be measured. Accordingly, the analysis and reporting of treasury
management activities will focus on their risk implications for the organisation, and
any financial instruments entered into to manage these risks.
The annual Treasury Management Strategy is approved by Full Council. This
includes details regarding the Council’s operational boundary and Prudential
Indicators as prescribed by the CIPFA Treasury Management Code of Practice.
These include a projection of external debt and use of internal borrowing to support
capital expenditure and the council’s overall borrowing requirement, which is known
as the Capital Financing Requirement (CFR). The Prudential Indicators include the
operational boundary and the authorised limit for external debt which is the statutory
limit determined under Section 3(1) of the Local Government Act 2003: “A local
authority shall determine and keep under review how much money it can afford to
borrow”.
An appendix to the Treasury Management Strategy is the Treasury Policy. This
policy document sets out the parameters under which the Treasury function
operates, including the key delegations. The Treasury Policy also stipulates that the
Audit Committee is responsible for the scrutiny of the Treasury Management
function.
The annual Treasury Management Strategy includes the policy for the repayment of
debt known as Minimum Revenue Provision (MRP).
The Council adopts the
principle of making revenue provision for the repayment of debt over the life of the
underlying debt by making reference to the useful life of the assets being
created/purchased that were financed by borrowing.
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Annual Assessment of Non-Financial Investments
As stipulated in CIPFA’s Practitioners’ Guide and International Financial Reporting
Standards (IFRS), all investments that satisfy the non-financial investment criteria
require an annual Fair Value assessment. Where the Fair Value of a non-financial
investment is insufficient to provide the required security for the outstanding debt,
then as part of the Capital Outturn Report a paper will be presented to Executive
Board proposing mitigating actions to protect the capital invested and any revenue
consequences.
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Monitoring the Capital Programme
Corporate Leadership Team are provided with a Capital Programme Report on a
quarterly basis. This report breaks down the programme into the following areas:




Approved Schemes (Split between General Fund, Local Transport Plan, Other
Transport Schemes and Public Sector Housing)
Planned Schemes
Potential Schemes

Each scheme (or group of schemes) are then reported on the following basis:









Full Project Cost
Forecast Costs – current financial year plus 4 years
Uncommitted Expenditure – current financial year plus 4 years
Funding Breakdown
Financing Costs
Opportunity Cost
Current Year Cash Impact
MTFO Impact

This report is produced on a monthly basis.
Detailed Programme
Project managers must provide an update for every live project detailing the
following:




Forecasting of expenditure (including overspend or slippage)
Scheme status and whether it has reached completion
Amount contractually committed

Any variance, change in funding or slippage will be reported to the Executive Board
as part of the quarterly monitoring / capital outturn.
It is important to manage significant slippage against the planned Capital
Programme as it may be possible to re-prioritise capital funding streams to the
advantage of the Council. Advance notice of slippage also assists the Council’s
Treasury Management function by supporting improved cash flow management and
funding decisions.
If an approved Capital Project underspends on its current approval, the funding is
released back into the Capital Programme to fund other capital commitments.
Enhancement or amended specification will further approval is required.
The funding of Capital Projects is monitored to ensure that:


Grants and contributions are received in a timely manner and any receipt is
consistent with the approval
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Capital Receipts are monitored to ensure the Council has enough resources
to fund the capital programme
Revenue Funding / Resources are transferred to either capital reserves or
drawdown direct to capital in-year


Live / Completed Projects
The actual financial performance of projects is monitored against the original and
latest business case and material variance is reported to the CLT.
The Capital Programme is also measured by the Prudential Indicators, which are
reported to Council as part of the Treasury Management Strategy, and by the post
year-end review.

Review and Evaluation
Once a scheme is complete it is necessary to undertake an evaluation to compare
the financial outturn against the approved financial appraisal and to assess the
outcomes of the scheme against the deliverables in the full business case.
The extent of this evaluation process depends on the size and complexity of the
project.
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Knowledge and Skills
The training needs of the Council’s Capital and Treasury Management teams are
assessed as part of the staff appraisal process. These staff periodically attend
training courses, seminars and conferences provided by external advisors and
CIPFA. Staff are also encouraged to study appropriate professional qualifications.
The CIPFA Code requires the responsible officer to ensure that councillors with
responsibility for treasury management receive adequate training. This especially
applies to councillors responsible for scrutiny. Appropriate training is provided
periodically to councillors and other relevant staff that are charged with governance.

External advisers
As detailed within Section Three (Financial Model), external advisors are engaged
where appropriate by the Council to support staff regarding the financial assumptions
and modelling.
The Council uses Link Asset Services as treasury management advisers and
receives specific advice on investment, debt and capital finance issues.
These Capital and Treasury external advisers are engaged so that the Council can
access specialist skills and resources whilst the responsibility for every decision
remains with the Council at all times, ensuring that undue reliance is not placed upon
our external advisers.
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Register of Commercial and Service Investments

Appendix A
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Capital Programme – Risk Register (independent of Project Risk Registers and Non Treasury Investments)
Ref Risk
A) Approval & Expenditure

A1

A2

Detail

Expenditure classification

Revenue expenditure is incorrectly allocated
to capital

Project Overspend

Capital project spends more than its approval
and there may be no additional funding
forthcoming leading to a pressure within
Capital resourcing

Appendix B

Mitigation
Project managers are instructed to review
transactions during the capital monitoring
process
The Technical Team also periodically review
items charged to capital and challenge project
managers
with
transactions
that
are
considered revenue
Project managers receive regular forecast
information to enable budget management.
Should a scheme overspend and no additional
funding is identified, the Technical Team will
close the project to mitigate the overspend
pending further authorisation

B) Funding
B1

B2

B3

When capital projects are approved it can
Project should not incur costs prior to grants
not include an element of grant that is not yet
being awarded. The project manager will then
approved, therefore within that approval there
be required to amend the scheme accordingly
is a risk that the grant is not awarded
Where a funding shortfall is identified. The
Awarded grant is less than Risk of awarded grant being less than the project manager is advised to find alternative
anticipated
approval
funding or reduce the capital project
accordingly
A number of capital schemes contain The interest rate used within financial models
assumptions around interest rates (current includes a risk element to protect the Council
Interest Rates increase
year and future years). If the interest rate from rate increases
increases unexpectedly this could affect External advice is used to forecast potential
scheme affordability
increases and all projects being planned or
Proposed
awarded

grants

are
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B4

B5

Revenue resources shortfall

Due to increasing revenue pressures
resources are not available when required to
fund the Capital Programme

Capital receipt shortfall

Unsecured capital receipts may be realised at
a value less than anticipated, or in year
receipts may slip into following financial
years, leading to a funding shortfall. This
could lead to alternative funding needing to
be identified to temporarily fund the capital
programme until sufficient receipts are
realised

proposed have the interest rate updated as per
external advice
When new approvals are identified as per
section A3, all revenue funds are immediately
committed / drawn down to ensure resources
are available for the Capital Programme as
detailed in the approvals
Unsecured capital receipts are closely
monitored by Finance and Property Service, all
forecast receipts are subject to a risk factor
which discounts the forecast receipt, this
discount is to mitigate against slippage and
receipt shortfall
If during the monitoring cycle a capital receipt
shortfall is anticipated at year end then
alternative temporary funding options are
considered to enable the programme to be fully
funded.

C) Project Specific

assumptions

Capital projects include revenue assumptions
for the construction period and as an
not
operational asset. There are financial
implications if the revenue assumptions may
not be achieved

C1

Revenue
achieved

C2

The Capital Programme consists of a number
Project dependencies do not of projects that have interdependencies, the
progress as desired
financial implications of the chain breaking
require identification

Financial models include assumptions which
are prudent and agreed by Senior Officers.
The projects are regularly monitored and if a
revenue pressure is generated the Project
Sponsor and Budget Manager are required to
manage any pressure within the budget
process.
Where
a
specific
project
has
key
interdependencies the approval of that project
should detail the links and make the approver
aware of the financial and non-financial impact
should the chain break. This may include an
alternative financing option.
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C3

If a project manager does not respond to
consecutive capital monitoring they are
Project manager does not engage in capital
Project manager not engaged
contacted by Technical Finance to identify the
monitoring therefore lack of visibility / project
in Capital monitoring
reason for lack of engagement and if there is
oversight
anything Technical Finance can do to support
the project manager.
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Glossary of Financial Terms

Appendix C

Capital Expenditure
Expenditure on the acquisition or enhancement of property, plant and equipment that
has a long-term value to the Council. This includes grants or advances paid to third
parties to assist them in acquiring or enhancing their own property, plant and
equipment.
Capital Receipt
Money received from the disposal of land and other assets, and from the repayment
of capital grants and loans made by the Council.
Corporate Asset Management Plan (CAMP)
Is a plan that ensures that the land and buildings, or the asset base of the Council is
optimally structured in the Corporate interest.
Debt Exposure
The cost of the debt and interest on the project / programme.
Embedded Leases
An embedded lease exists if there is an explicit or implicit identified asset within a
contract and the recipient obtains control of the assets via the contracted terms.
Fair Value
The fair value of an asset is the price at which assets or liabilities could be
exchanged between market participants at the measurement date under current
market conditions.
Housing Revenue Account (HRA)
Sets out the expenditure and income arising from the provision of social housing by
the local authority as landlord.
Medium Term Financial Outlook (MTFO)
A plan detailing projected expenditure and available resources over a period of more
than one year. The Council’s MTFO currently covers three years.
Minimum Revenue Provision (MRP)
The minimum amount that the Council must charge to the income and expenditure
account to provide for the repayment of debt.
Operational Assets
Assets held by the Council for the purpose of the direct delivery of services for which
the Council has either a statutory or a discretionary responsibility.
Optimism Bias
Officers involved in appraising projects have a tendency to be over optimistic. Which
may lead to assumptions (both financial and non-financial) proving to be
unachievable.
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Private Finance Initiative (PFI)
A long-term contractual public private partnership under which the private sector
takes on the risks associated with the delivery of public services in exchange for
payments tied to standards of performance.
Project Assurance Group (PAG)
A group of senior officers at the Council (larger projects can include external
representatives), who are tasked with reviewing and challenging the project and the
decisions made.
Prudential Code
The Prudential Code ensures, within a clear framework, that the capital investment
plans of the Council are affordable, prudent and sustainable.
Revenue Expenditure Financed by Capital Under Statute (REFCUS)
This is expenditure that legislation allows to be funded from capital resources that
does not result in an asset to the Council (e.g. Housing improvement grants). This
expenditure is written off to the Income and Expenditure Account in the year it is
incurred.
State Aid
An advantage granted by public authorities through state resources on a selective
basis to any organisation that could distort competition and trade.
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